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TAKING QUALITY ART
TO THE PUBLIC
Eric Smith, CEO Redwood
Media Group speaks with
Art Market Magazine about
the 2018 Art fairs, with a
special focus on Spectrum
Miami and Red Dot Miami.
Art Market: Thank you
for speaking with us again.
Miami seems to have become
an increasingly important
center for art and we would
like to hear from you about
that, especially in comparison
with other cities where you
hold art fairs.

Special Interview with

Eric Smith
CEO, Redwood Media Group

Eric Smith, one of the
strongest figures in
the contemporary art
world today!
As CEO, Eric Smith
oversees all creative
aspects and the
production of the
Redwood Media
Group, which operates
more than six shows in
different cities in the
US, including Artexpo
New York, SPECTRUM
Miami, Art San Diego,
Red Dot Miami ,
[SOLO], and [FOTO
SOLO].
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Under Smith’s
direction, Artexpo New
York will continue as
the leading trade show
of the popular and fine
art industries, offering
industry professionals
access to thousands of
wholesale works from
artists and publishers
from all over the globe
under one roof.
We are most honored
to have an exclusive
interview with one of
the most important
figures in the art
industry!

Eric Smith: Due to the
uprise in popularity and
recognition of Art Basel
Miami Beach on the
international art stage over
the last decade, Miami Art
Week has become the most
competitive week for the
art world. No other city
has such an abundance of
world-class art fairs taking
place in a single week – each
of them vying for the most
prestigious artists, galleries
and collectors. Many fairs
concentrate on exhibiting
only the most established
names, whereas our
pride and loyalty lies with
showcasing some of the most
progressive and emerging
talents that have grown
with us to become world
recognized over the years.
Artexpo New York has a 40year history and a heritage
that is unarguably more

“Angeline” by Alfredo Sanchez,
Photography print on metal
(A Sanchez Gallery)
© All rights reserved
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established than our shows in
Miami or elsewhere for that
matter. This brings a more
seasoned group of artists
and galleries that are heavily
concentrated around the
north east, while at the same
time attracting a considerable
number of exhibitors from
overseas and around the U.S as
well.
Some of our fairs are regional
in nature and cater towards
the local market – Art Santa
Fe or Art San Diego for
example. These fairs speak
to the more conservative art
buyer who may have a more
traditional outlook on art,
based on the geography and
the predominantly American
audience. Artexpo New York
as well as Spectrum Miami
and Red Dot Miami attract
a wider, more international
clientele. The common thread
throughout all of our shows
is variety. Range and depth
is key and allows for the fair
as a whole to appeal to a
broader market and multiple
generations of art enthusiast.
AM: Have you seen an
increase of visitor numbers to
the fairs over the years?
ES:
Certainly. There are
more private planes in Miami
during that time of the year
than any other time of the
year, and the quality of visitors
and attendees is very good.
We have seen an increase of
visitors in both of our shows
in Miami. Attendees get to
directly talk with the artists,
unlike many other shows
where artists are represented
SPECTRUM. Artspot. Cevor Latin American Art
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“We Are All Miniature” by Alexy Poutrel (AlexyP),
Photography Print on Metal (artist’s own booth)

by galleries and the artists may not even be
present. We find that attendees really like
that, and this is a big advantage for us.
AM: How do you see the balance between
business savviness (foreseeing trends,
following them) and being a leader by
setting trends in art?
“Still in Motion VII” by En Ling Qing,
Photography (World Wide Art – Artavita)
© All rights reserved
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ES:

On the business side, you have to be

business savvy and economically successful
in order to continue in your business.
Even a Nonprofit organization needs to
make money to survive. We are therefore
constantly looking for ways to balance being
fair to our exhibitors, based on the pricing
of doing business in Miami, while at the
same time bringing an artistic excellence to
the show. We also seek to give back to the
community: the art-labs, Launchpad and
19

“Moving Perspective” by Zahra Souren Mousavi,
Mixed Medium Watercolor (Souren Z. Mousavi Gallery)

art talks – we bring together various
activities that are non-revenue riding
but they make things very interesting
for both the artists and the attendees.
I think that manage to strike a good
balance. Next year we are moving to a
new and fantastic venue. We are going
to move to Mana Contemporary – it’s
a spacious facility, perfect for an art
fair – everything is already built, the
infrastructure is ideal. There is also
enough room to do some installation,
and a proper restaurant and valet
parking; a proper convention center.

AM: Tell us more about the social
investments which are not revenue
driving, such as the Launchpad and art
labs.
ES:
We want to bring back into
the community. You ought to create
interesting things for your visitors
to see. You cannot just have an art
fair; you have to create an event. For
instance, this year when you walk
into our entrance in Miami, above
you would be thousands of flowers
hanging from the ceiling,

“Misfit II” by CHM (Charles Harold Gallery)
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“Emerald Waves” by Mary Hong, Re-purposed glass
on painted canvas (Alexander and Victor Fine Art)

AM: Like the hanging gardens of
Babylon
ES:
Yes. We have these hanging
flowers; we called it “the walk in the
clouds”. And we created it to offer
interest for the viewers, engage them in
unique and interesting experiences.
AM: We have noticed you put a
lot of energy in adding extra value
entertainment into the Miami art fairs,
how do you feel about combining
entertainment and art? Perhaps you
could also say something broader about
the connection between the so-called
serious art and the softer, commercially
appealing attractions.
We put on an event, and it has
ES:
to include excellent art for those people
who are interested in the art we present.
But for the people who are more visual
we have the walk in the clouds, some
installations and other activities. We
22

want to appeal to a large variety of
visitors, and then we have parties and we
stay open late. The other shows close at
seven or eight O’clock and we stay open
till ten O’clock on Friday night.
AM: In our previous interview, you
mentioned a game you played with your
daughters in the Museums you visited,
which made art more accessible to them.
It sounds like you are making an effort
to appeal not only to avid art lovers,
but also to people who might not be
the obvious art-loving crowds. Creating
bridges and growing clientele.

VALENZ, “Sueño” Mixed Media (Arte Collective booth).

ES:
When I started in the gallery
business I worked for Martin Blinder
at the Martin Lawrence Galleries. We
were selling Andy Warhol and Keith
Haring and James Rosenquist and
Tom Wesselmann in high traffic areas
including shopping malls. Martin spoke
of taking quality art to the public instead
of waiting for the public to come to us,
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a gallery in Soho New York. So we had a gallery in
New Port Beach in the mall, in Lahaina in Maui and
in downtown San Francisco and it attracted a lot of
attention and contributed to the company’s success.
Maybe that’s where I am coming from.
AM: Does it draw criticism from art people who
wish to separate themselves from the entertainment
business?
ES:
Sure, but that’s always going to be part of the
art business. It’s always going to get a little bloody
for the first guy to blast through the wall. However,
we stick to our values and to the mission statement
of the company – we give some of these emerging
artists an opportunity to show their work (in
Spectrum), and then in Red Dot we also have some
young galleries alongside the more established
ones. Although we do present some Blue Chip art,
like Botero patinings and Tom Wesselmann, we also
want to show a broader spectrum of contemporary
artists and galleries. Most of what we show is
primary work which has been created in the last
couple of years.
AM: Pretend that you are a prospective buyer or
collector, how do you visit your fairs?

Sabrina Rupprecht, “Pink Leopard”
Acrylic on canvas (Arte Collective booth).
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ES:
First, you walk through and you wait for
something to catch your eye. Once you are drawn
to something, you begin to interact with either the
gallery owner or the artists, and then I would just ask
many questions. That’s the beauty of both Spectrum
and Red Dot – you are talking with people who are
familiar with the art and are invested in it. Questions
like: How long have you been painting? How long
does it take you to finish a piece? What inspires
you? Is this drawn from anything in your personal
history? What other shows have you done? Are you
represented by a gallery? All these questions help
create value in the piece. A $3000 artwork requires
you to create a $3000 value before someone will buy
it. We are not simply going to Christies and seeing
what’s the last Warhol is going for and trying to get
it for a better price.
We have some interesting art and interesting
galleries coming. Here’s a good example: There’s
a gallery named Gebhardt Gallery, owned by a Kris
and Angela Gebhardt. They have been with us for
five years. At first they took a very small space, now
25

they have a pretty good sized space and
over the past five years they have learned
to use social media, engage with collectors,
do home shows. For instance, last year they
took two or three paintings to a few clients’
homes and sold them, because they have a
truck and they can deliver this art to these
condos around Miami. And they do that at
night after the show, and they have been very
successful. It’s rewarding to see them create a
solid business.
AM: Speaking of scope for development,
can you tell us the rate of returning artists to
Spectrum and Red Dot?
In Spectrum it’s about 55%, in Red Dot
ES:
65%.
AM: It means both galleries and artists
consider this a very useful avenue for
exposure and sales.
ES:
You need to remember that the bigger
exhibitors return every year, absorbing the
most space. They are professionals. While a
Launchpad artist will get a chance to succeed,
it takes a while to do so and it is not easy.
You need to have a marketing plan and you
have to hustle; it’s a business.
AM: What are your expectations from this
year’s fairs?
ES:
Our advanced ticket sales are already
23% better than last year. About 40% of our
tickets are sold in advance. We have already
sold about 9200 tickets. People are planning
their art Miami week. There are about
38,000-40,000 people attending the show.
If out of those people 2,500 will purchase
something that would be really great. Our
price points are between $3000-20000. Prices
in Art Basel, for instance, are a lot higher.
AM: Can you point us to any interesting
artists we should look out for?
SPECTRUM. Malcolm Smith
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ES:

Sure, here are some examples: Ricardo
27

collectors on how to collect, the
reasons for collecting, introducing
new collectors. And on the artist
side, creating tools for them to use
to continue their creativity: sales,
opportunity, proper pricing, proper
hanging, and all the tools that
they need in order to be a better
business person than they are. This
is how I see our mission.
AM:

A bridge.

ES:
Yes, whether that bridge has
to do with education, or events or
electronic media or sales, or all of
these things combined. You need
these in order to be a successful
artist.
AM: RedWood activities are so
intense, moving from preparation
to the climax of an art fair and
then the next one, what is it like to
have a life like that, with so many
intense peeks?

Ricardo Cardenas, “Juedo de Frida” Oil on steel and
concrete (from Mexican earthquake - Contemporary
Art Projects).

Cardenas “El Juego de las Fridas” (mixed media
on concrete, 72”x72”) which is art on concrete
salvaged from the Mexican earthquake.
Other works to look out for include James
Paterson’s sculpture “Can You Envision Such
a Windblown Silence (Steel Wire and Mixed
media, 24”x19”x5”), Revolving Embrace, a
textile sculpture by Erin Bassett, En Ling Qing’s
photography (Still in Motion VII), We Are All
Minature by Alexy Poutrel (photography print
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on metal) and Robert Peterson’s portraits.
AM: We wanted to conclude with a few
personal questions. You are investing your
working life in the field of art, what’ important
for you in what you do?
ES:
What’s important for me is being the
liaison between the artist and the collector.
Our job in RedWood is to continually educate

ES:
I live in palm desert and
play tennis every day, and the
lifestyle there is a little bit slower,
there isn’t a lot of traffic. The
weather is spectacular from
October through to May,
and I balance the art fairs with
athletics.
I work throughout the day but
then relax and keep it a little bit
low key.
For many weeks of the year we are
out travelling, and Palm Springs
airport is only twenty minutes from
my house…
AM: We found your input
illuminating and interesting, thank
you.
ES:

Thank you
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“Revolving Embrace” by Erin Bassett, Sculpture
(artist’s own booth)
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“Dissolving Boundaries” by Gabriel Collazo
& Angela Brooks (Collazo Collection)

“Scatter Sunshine” by Rebecca Haines
(Pippin Contemporary)
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“Dog and Rooster” by Erik Renssen
(Renssen Art Gallery)
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RICARDO CÁRDENAS
BIOGRAPHY
Ricardo Cárdenas is a successful emerging artist
born in México. His career is growing as his
exhibitions and rising popularity demonstrate.
Cardenas expresses his feelings and beliefs by
connecting his Art, in media and technique, with
his career as a successful construction
engineer. To create his paintings and sculptures he
cleverly uses building materials, such as
concrete and steel bars, as his artistic media.
Recently, he has participated in important Art
Fairs in the United States presented by
Contemporary Art Projects USA, such as at Art
Concept
2016 during Art Basel Miami Week, Art Santa Fe
2016 in New Mexico, Art Palm Beach 2017 and Art
Boca 2017. In 2016, Ricardo Cárdenas exhibited his
solo show Paramo at Miami Dade
College West Campus Art Gallery, Doral. About
this exhibit the artist said:
"My autobiographical work Paramo reunites
elements from my structural engineer profession
merged with creative concepts inspired by the
artistic movement "Arte Povera". I narrate events
of my life, expressing feelings and beliefs using
building materials concrete and steel. Paramo
describes an arid desert at a certain altitude,
somber, ignored, plagued by fog, rain, clouds,
rocks and wind, where loneliness becomes
evident. It reunites life energies that men connect
with their gods, incomprehensible forces that can't
be dominated..."

Ricardo Cárdenas ©
Guernica. Tribute to Picasso.
Mixed Media. Acrylic. Steel
and Concrete
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Cardenas is a genuine and original creator, always
presenting new unique proposals. He successfully
proves this with his exquisite Series of Tributes
to Great Masters. Reinterpreting the main traits
of the ART from a chosen master artist, Cardenas
uses as his canvas the cement and iron bars
characteristic of his work, on which he will paint
and also add a collage, making the whole to look
as a unique poster or street graffiti on a cement
wall.
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Ricardo Cárdenas ©
Mi Jungla. Tribute to Wilfredo
Lam. Mixed Media. Steel.
Concrete and Acrylic
Left: Ricardo Cárdenas ©
Vitruvio. Tribute to da Vince.
Mixed Media. acrylic. Steel
and Concrete. 72 x 48 inches

The resulting Artwork is just
astonishing and has been
greatly admired by viewers and
art collectors. We can certainly
say that these Artworks are like
contemporary walls that the artist
brings from Mexico to delight and
inspire the art lovers.
At Art Boca Raton, Cardenas
presented his unique work Mi
Jungla: Tribute to Wilfredo Lam
that sold during the Fair Opening
event, followed daily, for the
duration of the Fair, by further
sales and commissions. Cardenas
Artwork, Sunflowers: Tribute to
van Gogh, is today part of the
important Canpro Collection at
One Park Building, Boca Raton FL.
The Artist Ricardo Cardenas
brings his interpretations to his
media and technique, as well
as to our present time. He uses
the unforgettable imagery of an
international master, but at the
same time he makes it his own.
This December, the impressive
Artwork El Juego de las Fridas
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by Ricardo Cardenas, will be
presented by Contemporary Art
Projects USA at Booth R215 in
RED DOT Art Fair 2017. For this
extraordinary Artwork, he merges
on a double tribute the ART of
two Great Masters: Frida
Kahlo (b. 1907-d. 1954, Mexico)
and Andy Warhol (b. 1928-d. 1987,
USA), using paint and also
collage on a reminiscence of the
popular Tic Tac Toe game that
allows him to depict several
images of Frida displayed in
the characteristic multicolored
Warhol manner. His tributes and
the fusion that Cardenas creates
between the diverse artistic visions
are just perfect. In addition to the
fusion made to celebrate Frida
Khalo and Andy Warhol, Cardenas
has also successfully and originally
commemorated renowned
masters, such as Pablo Picasso,
Michelangelo and Leonardo
Da Vinci, the work dedicated to
this last master was sold to an
important Art Collector residing
between New York and Florida.
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Marielle Plaisir ©
Skin of the Donkey
Alexander and Victor
Fine Art

Marielle Plaisir © Skin of the Donkey (Detail)

MARIELLE PLAISIR
BIOGRAPHY
Marielle Plaisir was born in Le Havre, SeineMaritime, France.
She spent her childhood and part of adolescence
in Normandie (France), before setting in
Guadeloupe (French-Caribbean Island). From
monumental works, to itinerating in-situ
exhibitions, along with books and illustrations for
the youth and drawings for animation, Marielle’s
works demonstrates a strong urge to produce
poetical pieces. Marielle is painter, illustrator,
in-situ sculptor and papercut artist. Her essence
is theatrical. She finds inspiration in a range
of sources, from the Quattrocento Italian and
the French period of Nobless, to European and
Caribbean literature.
Since 2000, Marielle Plaisir has exhibited in
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numerous group shows, and solos exhibition
throughout the world. She has participated in
various International Biennials of Contemporary
Art. As a French-Caribbean artist, she works
blending life and fiction in personal narratives
and historical narratives from the Caribbean,
touching on universal themes like power,
domination, life and death. Plaisir works in a
variety of media, including drawings, paintings,
videos, performances, monumental installations,
and finds Italian Quattrocento, Latin and
Caribbean
literature inspiring. She uses her daily practice to
examine the many aspects of the individual in the
society. Plaisir also uses textiles, fibers and fabrics
that are socially meaningful. Through her journallike exercises, drawings, she find moments of
humor and beauty and discovers evidence of

humanity in our increasingly digital
world.
Since 2015, she has developed an
original concept of wide tapestries
blending gold pigments, acrylics,
paintings and using fibers, luxurious
and fine fabrics, to achieve the wide
padded frame. Weaving reveals the
poetic dreamy side of her creative
process. The dreamlike quality of these
hybrid paintings and tapestries embody
the poetic and chimerical side of the
creative process.
When painting tapestries, she often
thinks of Penelope from Greek
mythology, who weaved then unraveled
her own tapestries as a means of
fending off her many (and obnoxious
suitors) while
she waited for her husband, Ulysses,

to return from war. Like Penelope
waiting for Ulysses, Plaisir is waiting for
a better world. By painting dreamy and
enchanted worlds, it's her way of helping
to bring those worlds into reality.
Plaisir is a multimedia artist who
combines painting, drawing and
performance to present highly intense
visual experiences. The common thread
throughout her work is a critique
of prejudice, according to which political
power supposedly is “a natural fact.”
Her textiles, fibers and fabrics are
socially meaningful, just as the cutting is
functionally significant. Both dimensions
of pomp and dress are determined all at
once by the status of the individual who
wears it, as well as by one’s occupation
in society.
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Eric Smith on Red Dot Miami and
Spectrum Miami
BY BLOUIN ARTINFO | DECEMBER 07, 2017

View Slideshow

“DL8,” by Frederico T Bianchi, at Gallery NK. Multimedia photography. At Spectrum Miami.
(Courtesy: Gallery Nk)

Producing fairs in New York as well as Miami — two very different art capitals with very diverse dynamics — Eric Smith
possesses rare insider knowledge of the world’s biggest art market, the United States. Through his Redwood Media
Group, which produces Red Dot Miami and Spectrum Miami in December and Artexpo in New York in April, Smith has a
unique perspective on the global art market, which responds very differently to the needs and desires of collectors at the
local level.
Aside from its big three fairs, Redwood Media Group produces smaller, locally vital fairs such as Art Santa Fe and Art
San Diego. And, Smith says, the company is already eyeing a large Midwestern city for an affordable fair that would
launch in 2019.
Ahead of the 2017 editions of Red Dot Miami and Spectrum Miami, Smith spoke with BLOUIN ARTINFO about the
highlights of the two fairs, his insights on the global art market, and the trends governing the art market now.

At the helm of a company that oversees successful fairs in various cities in the US, what do you think makes a
Miami fair different from those in other cities, especially New York? In what ways is your experience of Art Expo
decidedly different from the Miami fairs?
As you will undoubtedly hear from the region’s art aficionados throughout South Florida and across the country, Miami is
its own unique market that is incomparable to any other in North America. Due to the rise in popularity and recognition of
Art Basel Miami Beach on the international art stage over the last decade, Miami Art Week has become the most
competitive week for the art world. No other city has such an abundance of world-class art fairs taking place in a single
week — each of them vying for the most prestigious artists, galleries and collectors. This fiercely competitive landscape
is healthy in many ways, as it raises the standard and level of fair and production, whereby only the strongest and the
most cunning survive. With Spectrum Miami and Red Dot Miami, we like to capture a corner of the market that has
significant growth — the emerging artist and gallery, sharing the same room as the more established artist or gallery.
Many fairs concentrate on only exhibiting the most established names, whereby our pride and loyalty lie with showcasing
some of the most progressive and emerging talents that have grown with us to become world-recognized over the years.
Miami also has a very cosmopolitan attraction. Artists, galleries and collectors or buyers from all over the world like to
spend a week out of the cold to enjoy a very captive audience in a pleasant climate and within a city that is exciting and
electrifying. Miami also enjoys a South American culture, by its very nature and location, and that attracts the Latin art
world considerably more than any other city. I’m sure that many of the other owners of independent fairs during Miami
Art Week will agree that a large part of the attendance in December can be attributed to those who are simply out for a
night of fun and curiosity, rather than to build upon their collection or artist portfolio.
Artexpo New York has a 40-year history and a heritage that is inarguably more established than our shows in Miami or
elsewhere for that matter. This brings a more seasoned group of artists and galleries that are heavily concentrated
around the northeast, while at the same time attracting a considerable number of exhibitors from overseas and around
the US as well. Many of the exhibitors at Artexpo New York have stayed with the show for a great number of years and
have continued to do profitable business for decades.
Our Miami shows bring a broader cross section of foreign exhibitors and visitors, particularly from Latin America and
Europe. The collector and buying audience who attends the fair in New York is a lot more serious and the concentration
of stringent purchases is noticeably higher. Artexpo New York is the ultimate destination for the avid buyer and collector.
There is a difference in buying proclivities too at both the cities. While sales are substantial at both shows, New York with
its 40-year history has a more established collector base. Many collectors have established a relationship with “returning
exhibitors” and they look forward to seeing and collecting the new work represented by those exhibitors.
Given the tremendous amount of art available in Miami during the fair week and the fair-hopping that visitors
would be doing, what would you advise your guests to not miss seeing at any cost at your fairs?
Where do I begin!? We have an incredible lineup of programming for both Spectrum Miami and Red Dot Miami this year,
which is probably going to make our fairs the most popular we’ve seen. The diversity we have among our chosen Art
Labs, Spotlight Artists and Spotlight Galleries is quite unique and we anticipate the word-of-mouth to be unprecedented.
Not to miss exhibits this year will include a special Art Lab installation being presented upon entering the fairs, that will be
sure to astound, with an unforgettable display of almost 2,000 freshly cut flowers of multiple colors that will form a
circular structure suspended from the ceiling, allowing guests to be completely immersed.
Another favorite of mine is our 2017 LaunchPad Artist, Alicia Rodriguez, an emerging glass sculptor who has been
selected to create a special exhibition at Spectrum Miami, with her incredible creations in fused glass, made to emulate

water. One of our Spectrum Miami Spotlight Artists, Robert Peterson, is someone I recently discovered, who has an
amazing story and who has only been painting for four years. His celebrity portraits are quite incredible and are in the
collections of Sean “Diddy” Combs, Lil Wayne, Swizz Beatz, Alicia Keys and Miley Cyrus, among many others. We also
offer the opportunity to meet Ricardo Cárdenas, a successful emerging Mexican artist whose popularity is growing by
leaps and bounds. From his time as a construction engineer, Cárdenas expresses his past experience through his work
with steel and concrete. Ricardo will be exhibiting a unique piece of art on concrete salvaged from the recent earthquake
in Mexico.
Another great talent that I think will prove to be incredibly popular is the German artist, Sabrina Rupprecht, who is a
newcomer to Miami Art Week. Sabrina is inspired by the incomparable beauty and lifestyle of South Africa, where she
has been residing in the city of Cape Town since 2006. Her wildlife art is a vibrant and vivid reflection of her personal
experiences. She is a self-taught artist showing her “Pink Safari” collection for the first time.
Last, but certainly not least, is Arielle Plaisir from France, who will be showing a quite remarkable collection of her acrylic
painting on tapestries — considered to be the first of its kind for Miami Art Week. The list goes on!
What are the biggest trends governing art buying currently? How do your fairs integrate these changing trends
in their roster year-after-year?
Amid the current political turmoil and economic uncertainty, the art market has become an island of stability, and the
global outlook for 2017 was positive as far as art buying is concerned, when compared with last year, and especially in
the US, which is still the largest art market by value. There remains a deeply emotional aspect to buying art, which is
mostly a discretionary purchase. The buyer needs to feel comfortable with their economic outlook when it comes to
buying art. The current low-interest rate environment makes a non-interest-bearing asset like art more attractive to own.
There seems to be a greater optimism toward the more accessible segment of the art market, with pieces priced below
$10,000 being increasingly popular for 2017. Many people are looking to fill the walls of a newly bought property or as
part of a renovation project. These “nesters” live in a world where they’re aware of art and they want to own a meaningful
collection, such as a print or work by an emerging artist. Few existing art buyers are buying to build an art collection.
Many are purchasing work for their high-end homes or second homes. Art priced at seven figures is less in demand than
at lower price points and collectors are moving back to pieces in the middle of the market by emerging artists.
There is an increasing belief that art has taken a back seat in Miami, despite the plethora of fairs, and handed
over the front seat to glamour. Do you agree?
This is somewhat true, and can be completely understood as a natural occurrence for Miami — the glamour capital of the
world. As I mentioned before, people flock to Miami in December to see the fairs, conduct business, but to also have a
good time. Every art fair has the underlying goal to prosper in business and conduct sales for its exhibitors, and we even
see a rise in demand each year for exhibitors wanting to take a booth at Spectrum Miami and Red Dot Miami. This
world-renowned week in December remains as popular as ever for the art world in business, but because it’s Miami, it
will always be advantageous for fairs to add an extra layer of appeal for the audience, who like to relax in the Magic City
after conducting business. This is why we feel it’s important to bring “entertainment” in to the mix as part of the brandbuilding process for Spectrum Miami and Red Dot Miami. Our exhibitors and collectors return to the fairs each year
because of the connection they have on a social level “after-hours,” so we ensure they are fully entertained with
additional cultural attractions as part of our programming, such as fashion and music. The feedback has been excellent
and they seem to want more.
For quite some time, Miami has definitely developed into one of the most important art capitals, not just of the
US and the Americas, but of the world. Have you set your sights on helping other cities (where you may or may

not have a fair) develop their art quotient?
We have expanded in to markets in which we see art as an underdeveloped business with true potential. No one would
necessarily view San Diego or Santa Fe as growth markets for the art world, yet the enthusiasm and results we have
seen in these markets prove quite the opposite. There is a huge appetite for art in these smaller cities across America,
and some of the best talent I have seen over the years has come from areas that feed in to the major cities. Our decision
to move in to Las Vegas was an obvious one, because people love to spend money in Nevada and there hasn’t been a
dominant player in the Las Vegas art market since it became a luxury destination. We see Las Vegas as a growth market
for Redwood Media Group on a scale comparable to Miami and New York over the years to come. Redwood Media
Group is always looking to expand as long as it makes sense for your exhibitor base and the city in which we’re expand‐
ing to. For example, World Market Las Vegas has invited us to produce a “Fine Art Show” alongside their already
successful market in January. This makes sense, with more than 40,000 attendees including designers, architects,
hospitality and design professionals, etc., the buying power is immense. For those exhibitors looking to expand into the
designer market, it’s a nice fit. We are now looking to 2019 and have focused on a large Midwest city that we believe can
use an affordable fair for younger collectors.

The fair runs December 6-10, at 1700 N.E. 2nd Avenue, Miami.
For details, visit reddotmiami.com
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